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ABSTRACT
Retinoblastoma protein (Rb) is a prototypical tumor suppressor that is vital to the negative regulation of
the cell cycle and tumor progression. Hypo-phosphorylated Rb is associated with G0/G1 arrest by
suppressing E2F transcription factor activity, whereas Rb hyper-phosphorylation allows E2F release and
cell cycle progression from G0/G1 to S phase. However, the factors that regulate cyclin-dependent protein
kinase (CDK)-dependent hyper-phosphorylation of Rb during the cell cycle remain obscure. In this study,
we show that throughout the cell cycle, Rb is specifically small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO)ylated at
early G1 phase. SUMOylation of Rb stimulates its phosphorylation level by recruiting a SUMO-interaction
motif (SIM)-containing kinase CDK2, leading to Rb hyper-phosphorylation and E2F-1 release. In contrast, a
SUMO-deficient Rb mutant results in reduced SUMOylation and phosphorylation, weakened CDK2
binding, and attenuated E2F-1 sequestration. Furthermore, we reveal that Rb SUMOylation is required for
cell proliferation. Therefore, our study describes a novel mechanism that regulates Rb phosphorylation
during cell cycle progression.
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Introduction

The accurate control of the G0/G1 to S phase transition during
the eukaryotic cell cycle is essential for cell proliferation, and it
is controlled by a delicate regulatory network.1,2 One of the key
players is Rb, the first identified tumor suppressor.2,3 Its inacti-
vation directly induces the development of retinoblastoma, the
most common malignant tumor in children, as well as several
other major cancers.3,4 Rb and its homologs p130 and p107
belong to the pocket protein family, which inhibit cell cycle
progression by regulating the family of E2F transcription fac-
tors, whose activities are essential for the G0/G1 to S transi-
tion.4,5 Briefly, in non-cycling, quiescent cells (G0 phase), Rb is
present in its hypo-phosphorylated (hypo-Rb), activated form,
which is phosphorylated only at a few sites, and hypo-Rb is
bound to E2F transcription factors to repress the transcription
of genes required for DNA replication and cell division.6-8 As
cells progress through G0/G1 toward S phase, Rb becomes
hyper-phosphorylated (hyper-pRb) to its inactivated form by
cyclins and CDKs, such as cyclin E/CDK2 and cyclin D/CDK4/
6, leading to the release of E2F factors and the transcription of
S phase genes.9-11 Because it is so important in cell cycle regula-
tion, the phosphorylation of Rb by CDKs during the G0/G1 to
S transition has been extensively studied.7,12 However, the fac-
tors regulating this process remain unclear.

There has been evidence of phosphorylation cross-talk with
SUMOylation.13,14 SUMOylation is a form of post-translational
modification using an enzymatic pathway similar to ubiquitina-
tion.15,16 It is facilitated by E1 activating enzymes SAE1 and SAE2,

the sole E2 conjugating enzyme Ubc9 and various E3 ligases.
SUMO comprises 4 distinct proteins in humans (SUMO-1, ¡2,
¡3, and ¡4). SUMO2 and SUMO3 are closely related, whereas
SUMO1 shares 50% similarity with either SUMO2 or SUMO3. By
the covalent but reversible attachment of SUMO to protein sub-
strates at specific lysine residues, SUMOylation canmodulate many
cellular processes, such as sub-cellular localization, transcription
activation, cell cycle regulation and DNA synthesis and repair.13,17

Besides, it is worth noting that SUMO proteins also have the ability
to bind target proteins in a non-covalent manner through the SIM,
which can act as a docking site to enhance the interaction between
SUMOylated proteins and SIM-containing proteins.

Recent studies indicated a role for SUMOylation in cell cycle
regulation as well as cancer development and progression. Further-
more, previous studies suggested that Rb could be SUMOylated on
K720in the B domain of the pocket region by both SUMO1 and
SUMO2.18,19 However, the role for SUMOylation on Rb function
is not clear. Here we show that the SUMOylation of Rb plays an
essential role during early G1 phase by increasing its binding with
CDK2 through SUMO-SIM interaction and its phosphorylation
level, leading to downstream E2F1 transcription factor release and
S phase gene expression, which promotes cell cycle progression.

Results

Rb is SUMOylated at early G1 phase

Rb can be SUMOylated, but the functional and physiological
relevance are unknown.18,19 To gain insight into the functional
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role of SUMO conjugation to Rb, we first examined the
SUMOylation status of Rb during cell cycle progression.
HEK293 cells were synchronized at 5 different stages of the cell
cycle (G0, early G1, G1, S and G2/M) as described in the Mate-
rials and Methods section. The cells were lysed in the presence
of 20 mM N-ethylmaleimide (NEM), a SUMO protease inhibi-
tor, to protect SUMO-conjugated products during the experi-
ments. After immunoprecipitation of endogenous Rb species
under denaturing conditions, we detected the presence of the
SUMOylated Rb signal using an anti-SUMO1 antibody specifi-
cally at early G1 phase, suggesting SUMO1-Rb is involved in
G0/G1 to S phase transition (Fig. 1A).

SUMOylation of Rb promotes its phosphorylation

Increasing evidence has shown that SUMOylation and phos-
phorylation may be associated with one another to fine-tune
protein function in a wide variety of cellular processes, e.g., sub-
strate phosphorylation could either facilitate or antagonize the
self-SUMOylation20-23; and evidence for SUMOylation-
enhanced protein phosphorylation was also found.14 For Rb,
research over the past 2 decades has revealed that phosphoryla-
tion is crucial for its activity in cell cycle regulation. Thus, we
wanted to assess whether there is interplay between the 2 modi-
fications of Rb. To this end, we first examined the Rb phos-
phorylation level during cell cycle progression. We found that
the phosphorylation of Rb was significantly elevated following
late G1 phase and increased further as the cell cycle progressed,
as measured by immunoblots for 2 major phosphorylation sites
of phospho-Rb(807/811,ppRb), which is consistent with previ-
ous reports (Fig. 1B).3,24 Because SUMO modification of Rb
occurred prior to phosphorylation during the cell cycle
(Fig. 1A), the SUMO conjugation of Rb may regulate its phos-
phorylation status. To confirm this theory, we generated a con-
stitutive SUMOylated Rb construct by fusing SUMO E2 ligase

Ubc9 to its C-terminus, which allowed efficient and selective
SUMOylation of Rb (Fig. 2A).25 Initially, to identify the Rb-
SUMO conjugation caused by Ubc9 fusion-directed SUMOyla-
tion(UFDS), we omitted NEM during the cell extract prepara-
tion. We discovered that the omission of this reagent led to a
loss of Rb-SUMO conjugates, suggesting that this higher
molecular weight, NEM-sensitive band was the SUMOylated
form of Rb, whereas a Ubc9 defective mutation, C93S, failed to
produce this band (Fig. 2B). Then, we further confirmed the
UFDS of Rb using an anti-SUMO1 antibody (Fig. 2C, SUMO1
panel). Ubc9 alone did not cause any SUMO conjugation, fur-
ther confirming Rb-specific SUMOylation (Fig. 2C). We deter-
mined that the SUMOylation of Rb led to significantly
increased phospho-Rb levels using the phospho-specific Rb
antibody (S807/S811, ppRb) (Fig. 2C, ppRb panel). Moreover,
the SUMOylation of Rb resulted in a band that migrated
slightly between Rb and Rb-SUMO1 with the most notably
increased phosphorylation level (Fig. 2C, ppRb panel), suggest-
ing that it is the hyper-phosphorylated form. Nevertheless, we
also noticed that the SUMO-conjugation led to an increase in
phosphorylation of unmodified Rb-Ubc9 (Fig. 2C, ppRb panel).
Then, we further validated this phenomenon by monitoring the
change in Rb phosphorylation at various SUMOylation levels
by expressing increasing amounts of GFP-SUMO1 (Fig. 2D).
The phosphorylated Rb showed a significant increase, even
when the exogenous SUMOylation just started to accumulate
(Fig. 2D).

Because SUMO1 is attached to lysine 720 of the Rb protein,
we generated a SUMO-deficient mutation by replacing this
lysine residue with an arginine (K720R). His-tagged wild type
or mutant Rb was co-transfected into HEK293 cells with GFP-
SUMO1, followed by analysis of Rb-SUMO1 conjugation capa-
bility. Consistent with previous report, the SUMO modification
was completely absent in the K720R mutant (Fig. 2E).18 Fur-
thermore, we observed that the amount of phosphorylated Rb
decreased compared to wild type (Fig. 2E). Overall, these results
suggest that the SUMOylation of Rb significantly increases its
phosphorylation. Moreover, we noticed that the phosphoryla-
tion level of the Rb-SUMO1 species is lower than its hyper-
phosphorylated form (Fig. 2C). This data, combined with the
fact that there was a time delay between the 2 Rb modifications
during the cell cycle process (Fig. 1A), suggests that Rb
SUMOylation was a transient, initial step required for its
multi-step phosphorylation procedure.

CDK2 is required for SUMOylation-enhanced
phosphorylation of Rb through its SIM

Rb phosphorylation is directly mediated by several CDKs. More
specifically, CDK2 and CDK4 regulate G1/S transition during
cell cycle progression11; CDK5 phosphorylates Rb in neurons,
leading to cell cycle reentry and neuronal death26; and CDK9
also binds Rb both in vitro and in vivo to phosphorylate Rb.27

As SUMOylation may affect protein interactions, we examined
whether Rb SUMOylation promoted its interaction with
CDK2/5/9.By co-transfecting HEK293 cells with His-tagged
Rb-Ubc9 (wild type (WT) /C93S) fusion constructs and Flag-
tagged CDK2/5/9, we found significantly increased binding of
Rb to CDK2 after its constitutive SUMOylation (Fig. 3A). In

Figure 1. Dynamics of Rb SUMOylation and phosphorylation during the cell cycle.
(A) Rb is SUMOylated at early G1 phase. HEK293 cells were synchronized at the G0,
early G1, G1, S and G2/M phases of the cell cycle, as described in the Materials and
Methods section. The lysates in RIPA buffer were subjected to SDS-PAGE or immu-
noprecipitation using anti-Rb antibody and then blotted with SUMO1 antibody. (B)
Rb is gradually phosphorylated after late G1 phase. HEK293 cells were synchro-
nized and lysed as described above, followed by Western blot analysis with phos-
phorylated-Rb (Ser 807/811) antibody. Quantification of the data are represented
as the mean § the SEM (n D 3).
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contrast, the interactions between Rb and CDK5 and CDK9, 2
CDKs not involved in cell cycle regulation, were not affected by
the status of Rb SUMOylation (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, we
observed that UFDS of Rb similarly enhanced the binding of
Rb to endogenous CDK2 (Fig. 3B). Then, we confirmed this
observation by stimulating Rb SUMOylation through direct
over-expression of GFP-SUMO1 in HEK293 cells (Fig. 3C). In
contrast, the Rb SUMO-deficient mutant, K720R, exhibited
reduced CDK2 binding capacity (Fig. 3D). Therefore, increased
SUMOylation of Rb leads to enhanced binding to CDK2.

Next, we examined whether CDK2 played a role in this
SUMO-enhanced phosphorylation of Rb. After knockdown of
CDK2 by siRNA, SUMO-stimulated phosphorylation was
blocked, indicating that CDK2 is required for the SUMOyla-
tion-enhanced phosphorylation of Rb (Fig. 3E).

As SUMOylated protein could recruit SIM-containing
proteins,28 we set to examine whether the SUMOylation-
enhanced CDK2 recruitment of Rb is through the SUMO-
SIM interaction. To address this question, we firstly

analyzed the amino acid sequence of human CDK2 and
found the residues 53I-S-L-L56 corresponded to the
reported SIM consensus sequence,29,30 which is evolutionally
conserved among mammals (Fig 4A). Consistently, we con-
ducted an in vitro pull down experiment using purified
recombinant proteins and confirmed the directly interaction
between CDK2 and SUMO1 (Fig 4B). To investigate the
functional relevance of the SIM, we generated a CDK2
mutant by deleting this region between 53 and 56. The in
vivo binding assay revealed that the deletion of the SIM
completely abolished the recruitment of CDK2 upon Rb
SUMOylation (Fig 4C). Thus, these data suggest that CDK2
could directly bind SUMOylated Rb through its SIM, lead-
ing to increased Rb phosphorylation.

SUMOylation of Rb disrupts the E2F1-Rb interaction

Rb is an anti-oncoprotein that binds E2F, leading to E2F tran-
scriptional inhibition and cell cycle arrest. To investigate the

Figure 2. SUMOylation of Rb promotes its phosphorylation. (A) Diagram of the Ubc9 fusion-directed SUMOylation (UFDS) constructs of Rb. (B) Constitutive SUMOylation
of Rb caused by UFDS. HEK293 cells transiently transfected with His-tagged UFDS constructs were lysed in RIPA buffer with or without NEM, and then blotted with anti-
His antibody. Rb-Ubc9: unmodified Rb-Ubc9; Rb-Ubc9-S: SUMOylated Rb-Ubc9. (C) UFDS of VCP promotes its phosphorylation level. HEK293 cells were co-transfected
with indicated constructs. Lysates were incubated with Ni-NTA agarose beads to pull down His-tagged Rb-Ubc9 or Ubc9 (used as negative control), and then immunoblot-
ted with anti-SUMO1, anti-phosphorylated-Rb (Ser 807/811) or anti-His antibodies. Hyper-pRb-Ubc9: hyper-phosphorylated Rb-Ubc9. The relative phosphorylation level of
each form of the Rb-Ubc9 fusion proteins were quantified and represented as the mean § the SEM(n D 4). (D) A mild increase in global SUMO-1 conjugation is sufficient
to enhance Rb phosphorylation. The phosphorylation levels of endogenous Rb in HEK293 cells expressing increasing amounts of GFP-SUMO-1 were determined as above.
The results represent the mean§ the SEM (n D 3). (E) The SUMO-deficient K720R mutation reduces the SUMOylation and phosphorylation of Rb. HEK293 cells were co-
transfected with the WT or mutant Rb-His constructs together with SUMO-related plasmids, and analyzed for SUMO conjugation and phosphorylation as described above.
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effect of Rb SUMOylation on E2F binding, we first compared
the E2F1 binding capability between the SUMO-enhanced and
SUMO-defective Rb-Ubc9 fusion proteins. The Rb-Ubc9(WT)
protein, the one with enhanced Rb SUMOylation, showed
weakened E2F binding compared to Rb-Ubc9(C93S), which is
consistent with its elevated phosphorylation level (Fig. 5A). We
also observed decreased E2F1-Rb binding following GFP-
SUMO1 overexpression (Fig. 5B). In contrast, when Rb
SUMOylation was blocked by the K720R mutant, its binding to

E2F1 was significantly increased (Fig. 5C). These findings indi-
cate that the SUMOylation of Rb disrupts E2F1-Rb binding.

The role of Rb SUMOylation in cell proliferation

A previous study indicated that the restoration of Rb to Rb-
deficient Y79 retinoblastoma cells could inhibit E2F target cell
cycle gene expression and cell proliferation.31 To investigate
the functional consequence of Rb SUMOylation, we compared

Figure 3. CDK2 is required for SUMOylation-enhanced phosphorylation of Rb. (A) UFDS of Rb stimulates its binding with CDK2. HEK293 cells were co-transfected with His-
tagged Rb-Ubc9 together with Flag-tagged CDKs. The binding capability of Rb-Ubc9 with each CDK was analyzed by pull down assay 72 h post-transfection. Data are
shown as the mean§ the SEM (n D 3). (B, C) Improved binding of Rb to endogenous CDK2 caused by UFDS (B) or enhanced of global SUMOylation (C). HEK293 cells
were transfected as indicated. The binding of Rb to CDK2 was determined as described above. These results are represented as the mean§ the SEM (n D 3). PD: pull
down. (D) The SUMO-deficient K720R mutation exhibited reduced binding to CDK2. HEK293 cells were co-transfected with the WT or mutant Rb-His constructs together
with GFP-SUMO1, and analyzed for CDK2 binding as described above. PD: pull down. (E) Inhibition of CDK2 by siRNA blocked the SUMOylation-enhanced Rb phosphoryla-
tion. HEK293 cells were first transfected with GFP-SUMO1, and they were then transfected with control or CDK2 siRNAas indicated. Rb phosphorylation was determined
using an antibody against Rb S807/S811 (n D 4 independent experiments), and the values represent the mean§ the SEM.
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the effect between Rb and the SUMO-defective K720R Rb
mutant on the proliferation of Y79 retinoblastoma cells, where
the disturbance arising from endogenous Rb was preventable.
After transduction of Y79 with Rb constructs, we first validated
the decreased phosphorylation level of Rb K720R (Fig. 6A).
Then, we performed quantitative reverse transcription (qRT)-
PCR analyses to examine the effect of WT or K720R Rb on the
mRNA level of 3 known E2F-response genes, Brn2, Cyclin E1
and Cyclin E2, and a negative control gene, HSP70A1B.31 As
shown in Figure 6B, both Rb species could specifically reduce
the expression levels of the E2F target genes. Furthermore,
compared with wild type Rb, the inhibition effect of the
SUMO-defective Rb mutation was stronger, suggesting that Rb
SUMOylation is required for E2F target cell cycle gene expres-
sion. For further confirmation, we analyzed the effect of WT
and K720R Rb on Y79 cell proliferation. We found that the
restored K720R mutant inhibited Y79 cell proliferation com-
pared with WT Rb, indicating that SUMO conjugation of Rb is
essential for cell growth (Fig. 6C). Collectively, our results sug-
gest that the SUMOylation of Rb is required for cell cycle gene
expression and cell proliferation.

Discussion

Rb is a nuclear protein that undergoes cell cycle dependent
phosphorylation to regulate cell proliferation by controlling the
expression of E2F-dependent genes. Here we report a novel
positive regulation of Rb phosphorylation. In cells at early G1
phase, Rb is SUMOylated prior to its phosphorylation. The
SUMOylation of Rb results in an increased binding capacity for
CDK2 through SUMO-SIM interaction, as well as Rb hyper-
phosphorylation, which is essential for E2F factor release and S

phase gene expression. Therefore, our study highlights
SUMOylation as a molecular switch to control the phosphory-
lation and function of an essential cell cycle regulator.

Mounting evidence has suggested that SUMOylation is
involved in cell proliferation control and cancer development.
For example, genome-wide RNAi screens revealed that several
key proteins in the SUMOylation pathway are essential for cell
proliferation.32 Furthermore, the loss of the SUMO pathway sig-
nificantly inhibited cell proliferation, whereas the growth of cells
overexpressing SUMO2 was markedly promoted.33,34 Addition-
ally, the global SUMOylation is elevated in patient-derived tumor
tissues compared with normal tissues.35 Consistent with these
findings, we have observed increased global SUMOylation during
cell cycle progress in the S/M phase (Fig. 1A). Furthermore,
although Rb has been reported to be modified by SUMO1 and
SUMO2, the SUMOylation of endogenous Rb as well as the
functional and physiological consequence of this modification
have not yet been identified.18,19, 36 The results presented herein
validated the SUMOylation of endogenous Rb at early G1 phase
in particular of the cell cycle and identified SUMOylation-regu-
lated Rb activity, suggesting that in addition to global SUMOyla-
tion change in S/M phase, the SUMOylation of specific
substrates is also important for regulation of the G0/G1 to S
transition. These data are corroborated by studies revealing that
the loss of SUMO pathway function resulted in G1/S phase cell
cycle arrest in both Drosophila and human cells, further empha-
sizing the importance of SUMO modification in accurate cell
cycle progression control.37,38 Importantly, Rb-SUMO1 exists
only for a very short window of time, consistent with the con-
cept that SUMOylation is a highly dynamic modification and
suggesting that this modification must be tightly regulated. Thus,
determining the regulatory pathway that stimulates and

Figure 4. The recruitment of CDK2 to SUMOylated Rb is mediated by a functional SIM. (A) The alignment of the sequences corresponding to the putative CDK2 SIM in var-
ious species with the consensus SIM site. x stands for any amino acid. (B) CDK2 binds non-covalently to SUMO1 in vitro. Recombinant GST-tagged SUMO1 were incubated
with His-tagged CDK2 and control GFP, followed by affinity pull down with Ni-NTA beads and Western blot. PD: Pull down. (C) The CDK2 SIM is required for its enhanced
recruitment to SUMOylated Rb. HEK293 cells were co-transfected with His-tagged Rb-Ubc9 together with Flag-tagged wild-type CDK2 and a mutant lacking the SIM
(DSIM) for the binding capacity assay as described in Figure 3A.
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attenuates Rb SUMOylation at the beginning of G1 phase of the
cell cycle will be of great interest.

Our report shows that SUMO modification results in Rb
hyper-phosphorylation and increased binding capacity for
CDK2. Rb harbors 16 consensus CDK phosphorylation sites,
which are mediated by the CDK/cyclin complex in a cell cycle
dependent manner.7,39 Although it is widely accepted that
sequential hyper-phosphorylation is required for Rb inactiva-
tion, the exact mechanism regulating Rb phosphorylation is
not completely understood. Previous studies have shown that

the initial phosphorylation events in early G1phase are cata-
lyzed by CDK4/6, whereas CDK2 is responsible for further Rb
phosphorylation in middle to late G1 phase.11,12 However, our
data suggested that CDK2 is involved in the regulation of
SUMO-enhanced Rb phosphorylation in early G1 phase.
Because CDK2 is crucial for the inactivation of Rb and the
release of E2F factors, it is possible that Rb SUMOylation plays
an essential role in modulating the Rb-CDK2 interaction.40,41

Furthermore, we found that CDK2 containing a conserved
SIM, which is responsable for the enhanced recruitment upon
Rb SUMOylation through non-covalent SUMO-SIM interac-
tions. However, based on the observation that Rb SUMOylation
is only a transient, initial step of its sequential phosphorylation
(Fig. 2 C), the possibility that kinases other than CDK2 (e.g.,
CDK4/6) may participate the SUMO-enhanced phosphoryla-
tion process has not been fully ruled out in this report and
needs further exploration. In addition to being phosphorylated
and SUMOylated, Rb can also be ubiquitylated, acetylated and
methylated.4,39,42 Mdm2 binds Rb and promotes its ubiquitina-
tion and subsequent degradation.43 Acetylation occurs at
Lys873 and Lys874 of Rb, increasing its affinity for Mdm2 and
resulting in reduced phosphorylation.44 Acetylated Rb maybe

Figure 5. SUMOylation of Rb disrupts the E2F1-Rb interaction. (A) The constitutive
SUMOylated Rb construct shows reduced interaction with E2F1. HEK293 cells were
transfected with His-tagged Rb-Ubc9 or Ubc9, followed by pull-down experiments.
The amount of Rb-bound E2F1 was determined by immunoblotting. Quantification
of the data is shown as the mean§ the SEM (n D 4). (B) Elevated global SUMOyla-
tion causes decreased association between Rb and E2F1. HEK293 cells transfected
as indicated were lysed and subjected to pull down assay. Rb and E2F1 were
detected by Western blot protein gel blot analysis using the indicated antibodies.
The mean (n D 3) with the SEM values for the amount of Rb-bound E2F1 are
shown. PD: Pull down. (C) Defective SUMOylation of Rb leads to increased seques-
tration of E2F1. WT and K720 Rb were precipitated by Ni-NTA using lysates from
HEK293 cells transfected with the indicated constructs, and the amount of associ-
ated E2F1 was determined by immunoblotting. Data are expressed as the mean§
the SEM (n D 3). PD: pull down.

Figure 6. Rb SUMOylation is required for cell proliferation. (A) The comparable
expression level of restored WT and K720R Rb via lentiviral transduction of Y79
cells at days 3 and 6 was verified by Western blot. (B) Enhanced inhibitory effect of
Rb K720R on E2F target cell cycle gene expression by Rb lentiviral infection in Y79
cells. The mRNA levels of the cell cycle-related genes (Brn2, cyclin E1, cyclin E2)
and a negative control gene (HSP70A1B) were measured by qRT-PCR in Y79 cells
3 d after infection. (C) After restoration in Y79 cells, Rb promoted cell growth com-
pared with its SUMO-deficient mutant. Y79 cells expressing exogenous WT and
K720R Rb were cultured for 6 d, and the cell numbers were calculated by counting
cell numbers (left panel) at days 3 and 6 and by CCK8 assay (right panel) every
48 h.
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induced by DNA damage and plays a role in cell differentia-
tion.45,46 The methylation of Rb K810 by the methyltransferase
Set7/9 exerts a negative effect on both Rb phosphorylation and
cell growth.47 As growing evidence demonstrates the functional
interplay between SUMOylation and other post-translational
modifications, it remains to be determined whether SUMOyla-
tion has a modulatory effect on any of these modifications.

Additionally, by restoring exogenous WT and K720R Rb in
Rb-deficient Y79 retinoblastoma cells, we discovered that the
loss of Rb SUMOylation enhanced its ability to inhibit both
E2F gene expression and cell proliferation. This is consistent
with a previous study where a SUMO-deficient Rb mutant
exhibited increased repressive activity on an E2F-responsive
reporter gene.18 However, due to the proliferation-promoting
effect derived from Ubc9 itself,48-50 we failed to detect whether
SUMO modificaiton of Rb is sufficient to initiate the cell cycle
and activate cell proliferation by Rb-Ubc9 fusion protein (data
not shown). This possibility surely warrant further investiga-
tion. Thus, our data suggest that the SUMOylation of Rb is
required for cell cycle gene expression and cell proliferation. In
summary, our study adds to the growing evidence that post-
translational modifications play a major role in Rb activity reg-
ulation and provides a previously unknown mechanism that
stimulates Rb phosphorylation.

Materials and methods

Plasmids, siRNA and reagents

cDNAs for human Rb and CDK2/5/9 were cloned, sequenced,
and then sub-cloned into a pcDNA3.1-based expression vector
with appropriate tags (His and Flag, respectively). Site-directed
mutagenesis was performed to generate the Rb K720R muta-
tion. Both Rb species were cloned into lentiviral vector plv-
GFP, kindly provided by Dr. Jianwei Jiao, by replacing GFP
with Rb. The Rb and Ubc9 cDNA were cloned into pcDNA3.1
to generate Rb-Ubc9 (WT) and Rb-Ubc9 (C93S) fusion con-
structs as previously reported.25 CDK2 siRNA was chemically
synthesized (GenePharma, Shanghai, China) and the sequence
(sense strand) was 50-AAGGUGGUGGCGCUUAAGAAA-
30.51 Recombinant proteins including GST- SUMO1, His-GFP
and His-CDK2 were ordered from Abcam.

Antibodies

The primary antibodies used were: mouse anti-Rb antibody (9309,
Cell Signaling Technology); rabbit anti-phospho-Rb (S807/S811)
antibody (9308, Cell Signaling Technology); mouse anti-SUMO1
antibody (33-2400, Invitrogen); mouse anti-tubulin antibody
(M30109, Abmart); mouse anti-Flag tag (DYKDDDDK-Tag) anti-
body (M20008, Abmart); mouse anti-His tag antibody (M30111,
Abmart); mouse anti-GFP antibody (M20004, Abmart); rabbit
anti-CDK2 antibody (10122-1-AP, Proteintech); and rabbit anti-
E2F1 antibody (12171-1-AP, Proteintech).

Cell culture and Synchronization

The HEK293 and 293T cells were cultured in DMEM medium
(Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco) and the

appropriate antibiotic. The human Y79 retinoblastoma cells
were kindly provided by Dr. Peiquan Zhao (Shanghai Jiao
Tong University) and were grown in RPMI-1640 medium
(Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco) and antibiotic.
The cells were grown at 37�C with 5% CO2 in a humidified
incubator. The HEK293 cells were synchronized at different
cell cycle phases as described previously.52,53 The cells were
incubated in DMEM medium without serum for 72 h to induce
G0 arrest. For the G1 phase, the cells were collected 0.5 (early
G1) or 2 (G1) h after the addition of serum to the G0 arrested
cells. To obtain cells synchronized at the beginning of S phase,
the cells were synchronized by a double thymidine block.
Briefly, the cells were treated with 2.5 mM thymidine (T1895,
Sigma) for 18 h. Then, they were washed and supplied fresh
media for 14 h, followed by a second treatment with 2.5 mM
thymidine for 18 h. To arrest the cells in the G2/M phase, the
cells were incubated in medium containing 400ng/ml nocoda-
zole (M1404, Sigma) for 16 h.

Transfection and lentiviral infection

The plasmids and siRNA were introduced into HEK293 cells
using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The total amount of plasmid DNA
was adjusted to 4 mg per 35mm dish or 20 mg per 10 cm dish
with an empty vector or GFP expression plasmid, respectively.
Cells were harvested 36-48 h post-transfection for immuno-
blotting. For the preparation of lentivirus, the 293T cells were
co-transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 with viral vectors
PSPAX2 and PMD2.G. Cell supernatants were harvested 48 h
after transfection, and they were collected and passed through
0.45-mm cellulose acetate filters. For infections, Y79 cells were
plated at 5 £ 106 cells per 35mm dish and supplemented with
500ml virus-containing cell supernatants (titer: 2»3 £ 106

virus/ml) and 6mg/ml polybrene.

SUMOylation analysis, pull down
and immunoprecipitation

For analysis of Rb SUMOylation, HEK293 cells (106) were
plated on a 10-cm dish and synchronized as described above.
The cells were lysed in denaturing RIPA (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0;
150 mM NaCl; 1% NP-40; 1% sodium deoxycholate; 0.1% SDS)
lysis buffer supplemented with 20 mM N-ethylmaleimide
(E3876, Sigma) as well as protease and phosphatase inhibitors
(Roche). Extracts of the cell lysates (1 mg) were incubated with
anti-Rb antibodies for 16 h at 4�C with gentle inversion mixing.
Then, protein A/G Sepharose (A10001, Abmart) was added and
incubated for 3 h. The beads were collected and washed 4 times
with lysis buffer, and the immunoprecipitated proteins were
eluted by 1£SDS-sample buffer, immunoblotted and probed
with anti-SUMO antibody. For the Rb pull down, the lysates
were incubated with Ni-NTA agarose beads (30230, Qiagen)
for 3h at 4�C. The beads were washed 5 times with washing
buffer containing 20 mM imidazole, and they were eluted with
40ml of elution buffer containing 250 mM imidazole. For pro-
tein interaction analysis, HEK293 cells were lysed in non-dena-
turing NP-40 buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0; 150 mM NaCl; 1%
NP-40), followed by immunoprecipitation or pull down assay.
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For the in vitro pull down assay, 2mg of GST-tagged SUMO1
were incubated with the same anount of His-tagged GFP or
CDK2 together with Ni-NTA beads for 4 h at 4�C. After exten-
sive washing, eluates were further analyzed by SDS-PAGE and
immunoblotting.

Gene expression and proliferation assay

The total RNA was extracted from Y79 cells using TRIzol
reagent (Invitrogen) 72 h after infection. The cDNA was synthe-
sized using 1 mg of RNA in a reverse transcription reaction
(Takara). The expression levels of Brn2, CyclinE1 and CyclinE2
mRNA were normalized to the GAPDH mRNA levels and rep-
resented relative to the expression in GFP control cells (mean
and SEM from PCR triplicates of 3 independent experiments).
The PCR primers were designed as previously reported 31: Brn2,
50-CAGAGAGATGGCAAGCACTG-30 and 50-TCAGGAAGC
TGCATTTTGTG-30; cyclin E1, 50-CGTGCGTTTGCTTTTA-
CAGA-30 and 50-AGCACCTTCCATAGCAGCAT-30; cyclin
E2, 50-CCTCCATTGTGAGATAAGGACA and GCCTATG-
TACAGCAAGTTTTCA-30; HSP70A1B, 50-CCGAGAAGGAC-
GAGTTTGAG-30 and 50-GCAGCAAAGTCCTTGAGTCC-30.
To examine the proliferation in the Y79 retinoblastoma cell line,
the cells were infected and seeded into 6-well plates (500,000
cells/well) or 96-well plates (5,000 cells/well). Cell numbers for
each group were determined by Countess Automated Cell
Counter (Invitrogen), and by a cell counting kit-8 assay (CCK-8;
Dojindo Laboratories).

Statistics

Band intensity in the Western blot was determined using the
BIO-RAD Quantity One software. All quantification data are
presented as the mean § SEM. The statistical significance was
analyzed using the student t-test in all experiments. (���, P <

0.001; ��, P < 0.01; �, P < 0.05).
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